Legends
Historically significant men and women of the Grand Valley.

Walter Walker
1883 – 1956
Daily Sentinel Publisher & Community Leader

Dalton Trumbo
1905 – 1976
Academy Award Winning Screenwriter

Operation Foresight Founders
1962
Dale Hollingsworth, Joe Lacy & Leland Schmidt – Community Leaders

William Moyer
1859 – 1943
Philanthropist & Retailer

Chet & Vernie Enstrom
Chet: 1902 — 1992
Vernie: 1904 — 2002
Founders of Enstrom Candies

Prinster Brothers
1892 – 1997
Frank, Paul, Leo & Clarence Founders of City Market

Sister Mary Balbina Farrell
1860 – 1946
Founding Sister St. Mary’s Hospital

Rex Howell
1907 – 1978
Founder KFXJ Radio & KREX-TV

~ A Downtown Walking Tour of History ~
The Legends Sculpture Project ~ Art on the Corner

~ Dalton Trumbo ~
Installed 2007
In the 600 block of Main St.
Sculptor J. Michael Wilson

~ Walter Walker ~
Installed 2008
In the 600 block of Main St.
Sculptor Michael McCullough

~ William Moyer ~
Installed 2009
5th St. in front of Alpine Bank
Sculptor J. Michael Wilson

~ Sister Mary Balbina Farrell ~
Installed 2010
7th & Main
Sculptor Greg Todd

~ John Otto ~
Installed 2011
2nd & Main
Sculptor J. Michael Wilson

~ Operation Foresight ~
Installed 2012
3rd & Main
Sculptor Chapel

~ Prinster Brothers ~
Installed 2013
Spruce & West Main
Sculptor James Haire

~ Chet & Vernie Enstrom ~
Installed 2014
7th & Main
Sculptor Karen Jobe Templeton

~ Rex Howell & the Legends of the Grand Valley ~
Installed 2016
In the 600 block of Main St.
Sculptor Tim Schwander
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The Legends Sculpture Project
~ A Downtown Walking Tour of History ~

**Mission Statement**
The Legends Sculpture Project is an effort to preserve and showcase the stories of those historically significant men and women who shaped our community.

**Legends Sculptures Key:**
- 1 – Trumbo
- 2 – Enstrom
- 3 – Balbina
- 4 – Walker
- 5 – Howell
- 6 – Moyer
- 7 – Foresight
- 8 – Otto
- 9 – Prinsters